PennAccess: Goldie Paley Memorial Bridge

Entrance Information:
1. The Goldie Paley Memorial Bridge provides a ramped, pedestrian and wheelchair accessible entry and exit across SEPTA rail lines between Penn Park and the center of campus via Smith Walk and along the walkway, east on the north side of Franklin Field.
2. The east portal of the Paley Bridge provides a ramped, accessible route to 33rd Street and on to the Penn Campus.

Elevator Information:
• None.

Accessible Restrooms:
• There is an accessible restroom for men and for women in the Multi-Purpose Stadium.

Building Information:
• From the interior of Penn Park, level and ramped pathways provide access to all fields and facilities as well as access to 31st Street, the Walnut Street Bridge and the Weave Bridge, which connects Penn Park to River Fields Drive and the River Fields athletic facilities to the south.
• To reach Penn Park by automobile from center campus, head east on Chestnut Street. Turn right onto 31st Street and go one block. At the intersection of Lower Walnut Street and Jones Way, proceed into the Penn Park public pay parking lot.